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Abstract

Substorms generally inject tens to hundreds of keV electrons, but intense substorm electric
ﬁelds have been shown to inject MeV electrons as well. An intriguing question is whether such MeV
electron injections can populate the outer radiation belt. Here we present observations of a substorm
injection of MeV electrons into the inner magnetosphere. In the premidnight sector at L ∼5.5, Van Allen
Probes (Radiation Belt Storm Probes)-A observed a large dipolarization electric ﬁeld (50 mV/m) over ∼40 s
and a dispersionless injection of electrons up to ∼3 MeV. Pitch angle observations indicated betatron
acceleration of MeV electrons at the dipolarization front. Corresponding signals of MeV electron injection
were observed at LANL-GEO, THEMIS-D, and GOES at geosynchronous altitude. Through a series of
dipolarizations, the injections increased the MeV electron phase space density by 1 order of magnitude in
less than 3 h in the outer radiation belt (L > 4.8). Our observations provide evidence that deep injections can
supply signiﬁcant MeV electrons.

1. Introduction
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Substorm dipolarization is known to inject energetic electrons into the radiation belts. Injected electrons are
usually in the energy range from tens of keV to hundreds of keV. Observations and model results from the last
two decades, however, indicate that dipolarizations sometimes inject MeV electrons, as well. In test particle
simulations, Kim et al. [2000] showed that dipolarizations can contribute to MeV electrons enhancements in
the outer radiation belt. Ingraham et al. [2001] provided observational evidence that strong substorms continuously inject MeV electrons to the geosynchronous altitude. Using data from the Akebono spacecraft,
Nagai et al. [2006] identiﬁed rapid enhancements of MeV electrons associated with storm time substorm
dipolarizations in the outer radiation belt. Modeling results from Fok et al. [2001] and Glocer et al. [2011]
attributed rapid enhancements of MeV electrons in their modeling results to dipolarization electric ﬁelds.
Using data from multiple spacecraft that tracked the electron phase space density (PSD) at diﬀerent radial
locations, Dai et al. [2014] showed that strong dipolarization electric ﬁelds injected MeV electrons by pushing
magnetotail electrons to the geosynchronous altitude. Su et al. [2014] provided evidence from the Van Allen
Probes (Radiation Belt Storm Probes (RBSP)) measurements that substorm injections of MeV electrons, as well
as acceleration by chorus waves, contribute to the outward extension of the outer belt.
Substorm injections of MeV electrons are interesting from several perspectives. Their contribution to
the energization of MeV electron in the radiation belt is relatively underexplored. The eﬃciency of this
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energization under diﬀerent solar wind conditions and various levels of geomagnetic activity is unclear.
Much of the physics of MeV electron injection remains to be explored. It now appears that only a small
portion of substorm dipolarizations can inject MeV electrons. The special conditions under which substorm
dipolarizations can inject MeV electrons are unknown. Furthermore, injections have been considered to
provide the seed population needed for the local energization through wave-particle interactions. Injections
of MeV electrons provide a harder spectrum of seed populations than injections of tens to hundreds of
keV electrons.
The electric ﬁeld associated with dipolarizations, in which magnetic ﬁeld lines collapse from a tail-like
shape to a more dipole-like shape [Baker et al., 1996], is believed to drive particle acceleration and injections
[Birn et al., 2013]. In observations, dipolarization electric ﬁelds are time varying, are azimuthally localized, and
can be from mV/m to tens of mV/m [e.g., Cattell and Mozer, 1984; Fairﬁeld et al., 1998; Tu et al., 2000; Dai
et al., 2014]. Inspired by the injection front model [Moore et al., 1981], Li et al. [1998] constructed a model
of an earthward propagating electric ﬁeld pulse to simulate the substorm injection. In the model of Li et al.
[1998], the electric ﬁeld pulse is associated with a rapid increase in Bz to represent the dipolarization. The
model can produce signals of injections at diﬀerent radial distances [Li et al., 1998; Sarris et al., 2002; Li et al.,
2003; Zaharia et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2009]. Gabrielse et al. [2012] developed a similar model, adding the ingredient of twin vortices and their dawnward electric ﬁelds that are adjacent to the edge of the earthward ﬂow.
Alternative approaches to model the electric ﬁeld and plasma dynamics of substorm dipolarizations involve
MHD simulations [Birn et al., 1998; Fok et al., 2006; Birn et al., 2013; Ashour-Abdalla et al., 2011] and Rice
Convection Model(RCM)-based simulations [Zhang et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2011].
Injected particles are trapped on closed orbits as the dipolarization electric ﬁeld is reduced or diminished.
As a result, deep injections can directly supply energetic particles to the center of the outer radiation belt.
Using the CRRES data set, Friedel et al. [1996] showed that injections can penetrate to L = 4. Such near-Earth
injection events are also manifested as penetrating electric ﬁelds [Rowland, 2002]. Sergeev et al. [1998] documented short-duration injections that correlate with dawn-dusk electric ﬁelds at a radial distance of ∼5Re. In
a study of multiple events, Reeves et al. [1996] showed that the injection region traveled earthward at an average of 24 km/s from the geosynchronous altitude to the CRRES satellite. Turner et al. [2015] provided evidence
of substorm-associated injections observed down to L = 2.5.
The orbit of Van Allen Probes (RBSP) [Mauk et al., 2012] is suitable for studying near-Earth injections. To better
understand MeV electron injections in the RBSP data set, we need to investigate the spatial scales of the
injection region, the properties of the electric ﬁelds and magnetic ﬁelds, the characteristics of MeV electrons,
and how many MeV electrons are injected during the dipolarizations. In this paper, we present detailed ﬁeld
and particle observations from RBSP, Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms
(THEMIS), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)-GEO, and GOES of a MeV electron injection event in the
inner magnetosphere. Previous observations of MeV electron injections has one limitation—only dispersionless injections were observed. In this study, we provide an unambiguous injection signature of the
dispersed and drifting electron population up to ∼ 3 MeV. This event is notable because of an extremely large
dipolarization electric ﬁeld 50 mV/m that is rarely seen in previous models and observations.

2. Observations of Near-Earth Injection of MeV Electrons
2.1. Overview of RBSP-A Observations on 26 April 2013
With its apogee near midnight, RBSP-A spent several hours at L = 5–6 in the nightside on 26 April 2013. RBSP-B
is not in an ideal orbit location to be relevant for this study. Figure 1 shows solar wind conditions, geomagnetic conditions, and an overview of ﬁelds and energetic particles from RBSP-A from 03 UT to 09 UT on 26
April 2013. As shown in Figure 1a, the solar wind dynamic pressure was steady. The SYM-H index from −20
to −50 covered part of the main phase and the recovery phase in a moderate storm (see Figure 1b). The AE
index increased from 400 to ∼1000 at around 0510 UT. The substorm around 0510 UT is selected for analysis.
Intuitively, intense solar wind and large geomagnetic storms may have more free energy to drive MeV electron injection events. However, this event and similar events in previous studies indicate frequent occurrence
of MeV electron injections during moderate activity, suggesting a complex chain of processes through which
MeV electron injections can drain free energy from the magnetosphere.
DAI ET AL.
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Figures 1d and 1e show the DC magnetic
ﬁeld and electric ﬁeld from RBSP-A. The
magnetic ﬁeld data are the 1 s resolution data from the Electric and Magnetic
Field Instrument Suite and Integrated
Science (EMFISIS) ﬂuxgate magnetometer
[Kletzing et al., 2013]. The typical dipolarization signal is a rapid increase in Bz
that is often associated with a decrease
in Bx. In Figure 1d, several dipolarizations with diﬀerent time scales can be
clearly identiﬁed from about 0440 UT
to 0740 UT. The spin resolution electric
ﬁeld from the Electric Field and Waves
(EFW) instrument [Wygant et al., 2013] in
the modiﬁed GSE coordinates is shown
in Figure 1e. Ez and Ey are in the spin
plane and close to the GSE z and GSE
y within 20∘ . In the regime of DC and
ULF wave measurement, the electric ﬁeld
component Ex along the spin axis can be
deduced from the E ⋅ B = 0 assumption if
the angle between B, and the spin plane
is larger than 15∘ [Dai et al., 2013]. Electric
ﬁeld pulses of more than 20 mV/m were
frequently seen during dipolarizations on
this day. In particular, the duskward electric ﬁeld was as large as 50 mV/m during
the dipolarization around 0505 UT.
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Figures 1f, 1g, and 1h show the electron
and ion ﬂux from the RBSP Energetic
Particle, Composition, and Thermal PlasFigure 1. Overview of solar wind conditions, the geomagnetic activity
ma (ECT) [Spence et al., 2013]. Figure 1f
and RBSP-A observations on 26 April 2013. (a) One minute OMIN data
shows the electron diﬀerential ﬂux from
of the solar wind dynamic pressure. (b) The SYM-H index. (c) AE index.
(d) One second resolution Bx and Bz components in GSM from RBSP-A. Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer
(e) Spin ﬁt Ey and Ez in MGSE from RBSP-A. (f ) The diﬀerent ﬂux of
(MagEIS) [Blake et al., 2013] in the 31 keV
energetic electrons from MagEIS onboard RBSP-A. (g) The diﬀerent ﬂux to 1.7 MeV energy range. Electron of
of energetic electrons from REPT onboard RBSP-A. (h) The diﬀerent ﬂux
10–100 keV can increase by 2 orders
of energetic ions from MagEIS onboard RBSP-A.
of magnitude during dipolarizations.
Figure 1g shows the electron diﬀerential
ﬂux in the ﬁrst three energy channels (1.8 MeV, 2.1 MeV, and 2.6 MeV) from Relativistic Electron-Proton
Telescope (REPT) [Baker et al., 2013]. Figure 1h shows the diﬀerential ﬂux of energetic ions from 69 keV to
1.2 MeV from MagEIS. In the substorm dipolarization near 0505 UT, injected MeV ions were followed up by
drift echos signals.
2013 Apr 26

2.2. Dipolarization Front and the Dispersionless Injection at RBSP
Figures 2a–2h present an expanded view of the substorm injection at RBSP-A from 0445 UT to 0515 UT. An
abrupt increase from 100 nT to 140 nT in the northward magnetic component Bz, usually referred to as a
dipolarization front (DF) [Nakamura et al., 2002; Runov et al., 2009; Ge et al., 2011; Fu et al., 2011; Hwang et al.,
2011; Zhou et al., 2014], is identiﬁed around 0506 UT in Figure 2b and marked by the gray bar. The DF, which
lasted about 40 s from 05:05:40 UT to 05:06:20 UT, was accompanied by an extremely large dawn-dusk electric ﬁeld Ey and a rapid increase in 30 keV to 2.6 MeV electrons. The dawn-dusk dipolarization electric ﬁeld
corresponded to a large earthward E × B in panel Figure 2d. Even though it decelerates in the near-Earth
region,a high-speed bursty bulk ﬂow [Angelopoulos et al., 1992] may occasionally penetrate deep into the
inner magnetosphere. Because of the large Bx in the inner magnetosphere, the DF was also related to a large
DAI ET AL.
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Figure 2. The 20 min expanded view of the injection event from 0445 UT to 0515 UT. RBSP-A measurements of (a) the magnitude of B, (b) Bx and Bz in GSM,
(c) the spin ﬁt electric ﬁeld in GSM (the spin axis electric ﬁeld is obtained from the E⋅B = 0 assumption), (d) the E ×B drift velocity in GSM, (e) ﬂuxes of
energetic electrons from MagEIS, (f ) ﬂuxes of energetic electrons from REPT, (g) PAD of 0.9 MeV electrons from MagEIS, (h) PAD of 1.8 MeV electrons from
REPT. THEMIS-D measurements of (i) the spin resolution magnetic ﬁeld in GSM, (j) the spin resolution electric ﬁeld in GSM, (k) diﬀerential energy ﬂuxes of
energetic electrons from SST. (l and m) Counts per second of MeV electrons (averaged over 20 s) measured from LANL 94 and LANL 94, respectively. (n and o)
GOES 13 measurements of three magnetic ﬁeld components in GSM and the integral ﬂux of energetic electrons. (p and q) are GOES 15 measurements of
three magnetic ﬁeld components in GSM and the integral ﬂux of energetic electrons.
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Vz (∼ −Ey/Bx) toward the equatorial plane. In addition, Ez corresponded to a ﬂow deﬂected toward ﬂanks at
about 100 km/s, likely due to the rising pressure in the inner magnetosphere.
The electron injection of electrons at RBSP-A was dispersionless (Figures 2e and 2f ). As shown in Figures 2g
and 2h, the pitch angle distribution (PAD) of injected MeV electrons was more concentrated around 90∘ at
the DF and thereafter spread out in a more isotropic distribution. The major acceleration mechanisms of electrons in dipolarizations, betatron acceleration and Fermi acceleration, are characterized by an energy increase
associated with the perpendicular and parallel velocities, respectively [Northrop, 1963; Birn et al., 2013; Fu
et al., 2011]. The PAD observations thus indicates that the acceleration of MeV electrons at the DF is mostly
caused by betatron acceleration. Before the DF, energetic electrons appear to drop out due to the stretching
of ﬁeld lines. Behind the dipolarization front from 05:06:10 UT to 05:07:10 UT was the high Bz region, usually
referred to as the dipolarizing ﬂux bundle (DFB) [Liu et al., 2013]. The DFB was associated with an elevated ﬂux
of energetic electrons.
2.3. The Dispersive Injection at THEMIS-D
Figures 2i–2k present the simultaneous observations form THEMIS-D from 0445 UT to 0515 UT in the predawn
sector (MLT = 4) at L ∼ 7. Because of the dipolarization’s azimuthal localization, THEMIS-D did not observe the
dipolarization signals. After 0506 UT, THEMIS-D observed an increase in 720 keV electrons ﬂuxes followed by
increases in lower energy electron ﬂuxes, usually referred to as a dispersed injection. Such dispersion signals
result from the energy dependence of electron drift velocities after electrons are released simultaneously
from an injection region [e.g., Reeves et al., 1991]. From the timing diﬀerence of the initial ﬂux increases, the
injected electrons at THEMIS-D corresponded to a release of dispersionless electrons at ∼MLT = 2–3 around
0505–0506 UT.
2.4. Signals of MeV Electron Injection From LANL-GEO and GOES at Geosynchronous Altitude
The LANL 94 and LANL 97 spacecraft were at MLT∼1.8 and ∼6.5, respectively. Figures 2l and 2m show MeV
electrons observations from these two spacecraft. LANL 94 was near the eastern edge of the injection region,
and LANL 97 was outside the injection region. Starting from 0502 UT, LANL 94 observed an injection of MeV
electrons. The onset time was close to that at GOES 13 shown in Figure 2o. Dispersed, drifting electron populations up to 3 MeV, an unambiguous signature of MeV electron injections, were clearly seen by LANL 97
from 0506 UT.
The GOES 13 and GOES 15 spacecraft were on the nightside, monitoring the injection at the geosynchronous
altitude. Figures 2n–2q show GOES 13 and GOES 15 observations of the magnetic ﬁelds and energetic particles. Starting from ∼0502 UT, GOES 13, which was at the midnight within the injection region, observed
a sustained dipolarization associated with injection of >0.6 MeV and >2.0 MeV electrons. The dipolarization at GOES 13 involved a increase of Bz toward an elevated level. This type of dipolarization is usually
thought of as a global dipolarization that is possibly related to but distinct from a dipolarization front
[Nakamura et al., 2011].
Based on the 2–3 min timing diﬀerence of the maximum electron ﬂux increases at GOES 13 and RBSP-A, we
obtain a 40–60 km/s earthward propagation velocity of the injection region from GOES 13 to RBSP-A. This slow
earthward propagation of the injection region is consistent with those in previous statistical studies by Moore
et al. [1981] and Reeves et al. [1996]. Similar to THEMIS-D, GOES 15 was located outside the injection region.
Dipolarization signals were absent at GOES 15. From 0507 UT to 0508 UT, the injection started to populate
the electrons at the geosynchronous altitude. As a result, GOES 15 observed a persistent increase in >0.6 MeV
and >2.0 MeV electron ﬂuxes.
2.5. Increases of MeV Electron PSD in the Outer Radiation Belt
Several injections occurred between 05 UT and 08 UT on 26 April. Figure 3 presents the electron PSD as a
function of the ﬁrst and second adiabatic invariant from RBSP-A in 5 h before and after the injections. The electron PSD is plotted at the ﬁxed second adiabatic invariant K = 0.1 ± 0.02 G1∕2 km and ﬁrst adiabatic invariant
𝜇 = 1000 ± 20, 1500 ± 20, 2000 ± 20 MeV/G. The PSD is presented in the Geospace Environment Modeling
units (c/MeV/cm)3 [Chen et al., 2005]. The parameter K is evaluated based on the T04 models [Tsyganenko and
Sitnov, 2005] and available from the Ephemeris data ﬁles on the RBSP ECT website. Note that there is
uncertainty (10–20%) in K due to the inaccuracy of the magnetic ﬁeld model near the injection region.
This magnitude of uncertainty in K is expected to produce very little diﬀerence in Figure 3. The selected
set of 𝜇 and K approximately corresponds to 1–2 MeV electrons mirrored at low magnetic latitude at the
DAI ET AL.
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Figure 3. The electron PSD at ﬁxed K and 𝜇 (left) before the injections and (right) after the injections.

geosynchronous altitude. Before the injections, the PSD at 𝜇 = 1000MeV/G is 10−9 –10−8 (c/MeV/cm)3 at
L = 4–5.5. After the injections, the electron PSD at 𝜇 = 1000 MeV/G increased by an order of magnitude from
10−9 to 10−8 (c/MeV/cm)3 at L = 4.8–5.6. The PSD of higher energy electrons at 𝜇 = 1500 MeV/G and
𝜇 = 2000 MeV/G increased by 1 order of magnitude as well. The increases of MeV electrons at L = 4.8–5.7 were
detected between 08 UT and 09 UT, indicating that the acceleration of MeV electrons was ﬁnished before
08 UT, fewer than 3 h after the injection. The 3 h time scale is generally less than that characterized by whistler
wave-driven acceleration (∼10 h) or radial diﬀusion (∼1 day).
In the following, we examine if whistler wave-driven acceleration or radial diﬀusion can be responsible for the
enhancement in Figure 3. We ﬁrst estimate the wave power needed to produce the observed fast acceleration
(∼3 h) by local wave acceleration. The time scale for the energization can be estimated as 1∕(DEE ∕E 2 ), where
DEE is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient in the energy space and E is the energy of particles. DEE is proportional to the
wave power B2w of the whistler waves. According to a previous whistler wave model by [Horne et al., 2005], it
took ∼20 h for whistler waves with amplitude 50–100 pT to increase the ﬂux of 1 MeV electrons by 1 order of
magnitude. In our event, the acceleration occurs within less than 3 h. For wave acceleration to be viable in this
event, we need a continuous presence of strong whistler waves with amplitude >200 pT. Assume a few hundred Hz bandwidth of the whistler waves, the required wave power is larger than 10−4 nT2 /Hz. Figure 4 shows
the observed wave power B2w from RBSP-A and THEMIS-E. At the nightside, RBSP-A did not see the required
strong whistler wave activity. Lower band (< 0.5fce ) whistler waves are sparsely observed from 0520 UT to
0600 UT and from 0730 UT to 0840 UT. The power of whistler waves was mostly less than 10−6 nT2 ∕Hz,
more than 2 orders of magnitude less than that of the whistler waves considered to eﬀectively energize
MeV electrons [Su et al., 2014]. At the dawnside, THEMIS-D was at large L (L = 6.7–9.8) from 05 UT to 08 UT;
THEMIS-E encountered L = 4–5.7 at dawn around 0630 UT–0710 UT and did not observe strong whistler waves
(Figure 4d). According to the statistical result Li et al. [2009], strong (>100 pT) whistler waves have a higher
occurrence rate at nightside and dawnside. With an absence of continuous strong whistler waves at nightside
(RBSP-A) and dawnside (THEMIS-E) in this event, it is highly unlikely to have strong whistler waves at other
locations during this 3 h time period. Thus, we conclude that whistler wave-driven acceleration is unlikely to
produce the electron enhancement in Figure 3.
Now we estimate whether radial diﬀusion is possible to produce the acceleration. How quickly radial diﬀusion
can occur is proportional to the power of random wave ﬁelds in the ULF frequency band. ULF waves can
be driven by solar wind or sources internal to the magnetosphere. Figures 4c and 4e show the ULF power
spectra from RBSP and THEMIS for this event. At RBSP-A, most Fourier power from 05 UT to 08 UT is due to
the zigzag shape of B in dipolarizations. A zigzag shape naturally corresponds to a broadband Fourier power
spectrum. But these broadband power spectra are not random ﬂuctuations which can lead to radial diﬀusion.
Only around 06 UT and 08 UT there were some ULF wave spectra (102 –103 nT2 /Hz) that may cause radial
diﬀusion. The ULF wave power observed by THEMIS-E is 101 –102 nT2 /Hz, 1 order magnitude smaller. The
observed ULF wave spectra, which are comparable to or less than those in past statistic results [Ozeke et al.,
2012], are too weak and sporadic to cause fast radial diﬀusion in less than 3 h in this event.
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Figure 4. The observations of wave power spectra from RBSP-A and THEMIS-E. (a and b) RBSP-A observations of the
wave power spectra (10–104 Hz) of one electric ﬁeld component (E12) and one magnetic ﬁeld component (Bw) from
EFW burst data in VLF frequency range. (top to bottom) The three horizontal black lines in each panel represent the
local electron gyrofrequency (fce ), half fce , and the lower hybrid frequency. (c) RBSP-A observations of the power spectra
in the ULF frequency band. (d and e) THEMIS-E observations of wave power spectra in the VLF frequency and ULF
frequency band. The black region in Figure 4e is the inner radiation belt with strong DC magnetic ﬁelds.

Based on the above estimates, whistler wave-driven acceleration and radial diﬀusion are unlikely responsible
for the MeV electron enhancement in Figure 3. We conclude that substorm injection is primarily responsible
for increases of MeV electrons at L > 4.8 in this event. The PSD increase reﬂects a high PSD of source populations that were directly transported to RBSP. The inferred source of high PSD may relate to a positive gradient
of PSD in radial direction [e.g., Turner et al., 2010] or a transient process.
2.6. Schematic: The Dipolarization and Injection of MeV Electrons
The main dipolarization and injection observations are summarized in the schematic in Figure 5. Located at
the nightside geosynchronous altitude, GOES 13 and LANL 94 ﬁrst encountered the injection region at around
0502 UT. The dipolarization at GOES 13 was a large-scale dipolarization in which Bz and energetic electron
ﬂuxes increase to an elevated level. At 0506 UT, RBSP-A observed a small-scale dipolarization front. From the
timing diﬀerence (3–4 min) of the dispersionless injection at GOES 13 and RBSP-A, the injection region propagated earthward at 30–40 km/s, consistent with previous statistic studies [Moore et al., 1981; Reeves et al.,
1996]. The diﬀerent characteristics of dipolarizations at these two spacecraft reﬂect a strong inhomogeneity
of the injection region across the azimuthal direction and/or the radial direction. The observation of this event
suggests a patchy, rapidly varying injection region.
As the injection region propagated earthward inside the geosynchronous altitude, the dipolarization electric
ﬁeld presumably was reduced at L = 6.8. Gradient B drift gradually became dominant, and particles started
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to drift away from the injection region.
By 0506 UT when the injection region
reached RBSP, large amounts of energetic electrons were released from the
injection region. Outside the injection
region, LANL 97 observed dispersed
and drifting MeV electrons; THEMIS
observed the energy-dispersive drifting electrons >700 keV, and GOES
15 observed slow MeV electrons
increases. Based on the PSD results
in Figure 3, the injection region may
penetrate to L = 4.8.
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3. Summary and Discussion
We present observations of an MeV
electron injection event measured by
-5
0
5
10
RBSP at L = 5.5 and THEMIS, LANL-GEO,
X_GSM,Re
and GOES at geosynchronous altitude.
This MeV electron injection event is
Figure 5. The xy plane schematic of RBSP-A, LANL-94, LANL-97, THEMIS-D,
GOES 13, and GOES 15 during the dipolarization and injection of
particularly interesting because it feaMeV electrons.
tured a large (50 mV/m) duskward
electric ﬁeld pulse associated with a
dipolarization front at RBSP-A. Pitch angle observations indicated that betatron acceleration of the MeV
electrons was operating at the dipolarization front. Dispersed, drifting MeV electrons were observed at
LANL-GEO. Corresponding signals of MeV electron injection were also observed by GOES and THEMIS at the
geosynchronous altitude. The injection region propagated earthward at a speed of 30–40 km/s inside the
geosynchronous altitude. After a series of injections, the PSD of MeV electrons increased by an order of magnitude at L > 4.8 in less than 3 h. We show evidence that whistler wave-driven acceleration and radial diﬀusion
are unlikely responsible for the MeV electron enhancement in this event. Our observations indicate that the
deep injection associated with strong dipolarization electric ﬁelds can supply signiﬁcant MeV electrons to the
outer radiation belt.
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Substorm injection can be thought of as a coherent radial transport process. The electric ﬁeld must be intense
and nonrandom during its interaction with particles for such coherent radial transport to be eﬀective. A one
to tens of MeV electron injection caused by shock-induced electric ﬁelds is an example of coherent transport
[Blake et al., 1992; Li et al., 1993; Wygant et al., 1994]. The intensity and structure of dipolarization electric ﬁelds
may be important in diﬀerentiating injections of MeV electrons from injections of subrelativistic electrons. The
large magnitude of the dipolarization electric ﬁeld (∼50 mV/m) in this event far exceeded the values (several
mV/m) used in most injection models. Regarding the electric ﬁeld structure, our observations suggested that
the injection region (and probably the dipolarization electric ﬁeld) is likely to be patchy and/or rapidly-varying.
These observations may shed lights on future eﬀorts to model injections of MeV electrons.
Another important factor in MeV electron injections is the source population. During near-Earth injections,
energetic electrons are transported earthward and trapped in the inner magnetosphere. The increase of PSD
in Figure 3 reﬂects a high PSD of the source populations that were directly transported to the outer radiation
belt. The high PSD of the source population needed for MeV electron injection may be from the high-energy
tail of the plasma sheet populations, a temporal source in the magnetotail (e.g., reconnection), or accumulated
from previous substorms.
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